SUMMARY
Technical leader who enjoys fine APIs and long walks through well manicured
code.

EDUCATION
University of California Santa Barbara
B.S, Computer Engineering - 2007

Chris
Fattarsi
8058705686

SKILLS
* Python * Django * AngularJS * HTML5 * Linux

EXPERIENCE
Rockgasmic
Lead Developer - Owner

cfattarsi@gmail.com
chrisfattarsi.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fattarsi

I spent the last year working on a mobile app for rock climbers. The app allows
climbers to browse for routes, rate them, and share their accomplishments with
their friends. I built the API using the Django Rest Framework. I used AngularJS
on the client side and Ionic to deploy on Android and IOS. Release date: Jan 2016

Piston Cloud Computing (Cisco)
Engineering Manager - San Francisco, CA 2012 - 2015

Piston’s core product is a software built on OpenStack to deploy to a private
cloud. As employee 10, I owned major aspects of the core code base, including
the user facing dashboard (Django), the developer API (Bottle), and the update
system (also Python). As the company grew to 50+, I helped grew the engineering
team as a manager and mentor to new engineers.
I setup a continuous delivery environment (Jenkins + bash + git), including
automated unit / functional and stress testing, to support the development of the
core product.

NASA Ames Research Center
Mountain View, CA 2007 - 2011

Using Python and Django I developed custom tools (from scripts to web
applications) to support a team of about 10 System Integrators supporting 300+
technical staff.
My communication skill was highly valued and I became the go-to person for
leadership and technical guidance in code design/architecture, security, and
scalability for various projects within the Intelligent Systems Division.

Novacoast
Santa Barbara, CA 2005 - 2006

Professional services company that provides IT support for a wide range of
customers. Joined the web development team writing PHP applications.

